O homem e sua obra
18 December 2017 - O Popular
Oscar Niemeyer era comunista de carteirinha. E isso o levou a fazer projetos em países que tinham governos que se definiam como...
pessoas estão presentes nos seus prédios da Universidade de Brasília e na Universidade de Haifa, em Israel. O Centro Cultural Principado das

Abode of peace?
16 December 2017 - Bangkok Post
Life goes on as normal for Israel's poorly paid, overworked Thai workers after Trump's Jerusalem announcement
research report compiled by the Ruppin Academic Center and the University of Haifa. Approximately 300 workers are registered on cooperative

Making every drop count
20 December 2017 - Nature Publishing Group
Not enough water to wash in Jordan, not enough water to drink in Yemen, not enough groundwater in the United Arab Emirates to last more...
, from the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Management at the University of Haifa in Israel, has two pilot plants using

Facebook le otorga premio monetario a joven de bachillerato
21 December 2017 - Cb Television
Facebook le otorga premio monetario a joven de bachillerato Yuval Sprintz, estudiante de bachillerato israelí, descubrió un error de...
mencionar que el adolescente estudia simultáneamente un título en ciencias de la computación en la Universidad de Haifa. Fuente: Posta.

Hamas in the time of Trump’s tumult
15 December 2017 - Asia Pacific Daily - EN
Amid simmering tensions in the Middle East after US President Donald Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, Hamas is...
Zelkovitz, an expert on relations between Fatah and Hamas from the University of Haifa and the Yezreel Valley Colleage said, noting that both

Competition Law, IP and Regulation in the Pharmaceutical Sector « Fidest – Agenzia giornalistica/press agency
Is Saudi Arabia pushing Abbas to curb campaign against Trump?
19 December 2017 - World News - Easy Branches
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas met on Wednesday with Saudi King Salman in Riyadh, seeking support for his efforts to...
the view of Gabriel Ben-Dor, a Middle East scholar at the University of Haifa, “the Saudis want Abbas to lower the flames and stop inflaming

Learning to Live With a Partner Who Never Says ‘I Love You’
19 December 2017 - The Cut
Welcome to It’s Complicated, stories on the sometimes frustrating, sometimes confusing, always engrossing subject of modern relationships......
, founder of the Interdisciplinary Center for the Study of Emotions at the University of Haifa and author of In the Name of Love: Romantic

The Role of Emotional Processing in Improving the Quality of Life of Breast Cancer Patients
19 December 2017 - ClinicalTrials.gov
Study Description Go to Study Description Study Design Arms and Interventions Outcome Measures Eligibility Criteria Contacts and Locations......
Jamal Zidan, MD Sponsors and Collaborators University of Haifa University of Arizona Monash University Rambam Health Care Campus Rabin

Lian Najami Makes History as First Female Israeli Arab Rhodes Scholar
16 December 2017 - The Jewish Press
Photo Credit: Twitter Lian Najami Twenty-three-year-old Lian Najami last month became the first-ever Israeli Arab Muslim woman to win a... Hebrew, Arabic, English, German and Spanish – graduated the University of Haifa in 2016 with a major in political science and international

Israel’s First Arab Rhodes Scholar Has The Chutzpah To Love Her Country, And To Try To Change It
18 December 2017 - The New York Jewish Week
TEL AVIV (JTA) – Lian Najami, Israel’s first Arab Rhodes scholar, is the kind of person who can be optimistic about just about anything —...
, said Karen Berman, the CEO of the American Society of the University of Haifa. “To see someone like her receive the Rhodes Scholarship is

Dalit Matatyahu appointed Israeli Art Curator of the Tel Aviv Museum of Art
15 December 2017 - Artdaily.org
TEL AVIV.- Tel Aviv Museum of Art announced that it has appointed Dalit Matatyahu curator of Israeli Art - effective May 2018, when Ellen...
, has a BA and studied for an MA at the Department of Fine Arts, Haifa University, is an artist (1993-1997) and was awarded the 1997 Young

Get salty to fight stress
16 December 2017 - Lawrence County Advocate
(BPT) - Stress. No one wants it, but we all experience it from time to time. Higher levels of stress can cause problems at work and home... are effective in reducing levels of cortisol. Research from the University of Haifa, published in the science journal Appetite, confirmed